Value Creation Initiatives
The pages that follow highlight the azbil Group’s unique initiatives focused on the entire
value chain, from development to manufacturing, sales, engineering, installation, and service, as
well as quality assurance and safety, and the human resource development that underpins all of this.
Such initiatives are essential in order to enable the azbil Group to ceaselessly
create value through automation.

At a Glance

BA

Building Automation
Business

Using original environmental control technologies to deliver comfort, functionality, and energy savings required by all
buildings, we help create comfortable and efficient office
and production spaces and reduce environmental impacts.

AA

Advanced Automation
Business

We develop advanced measurement and control technologies
for factories and plants to help create production sites in which
people can safely demonstrate their abilities. Through collaboration with our customers, we will create new levels of value.

LA

Life Automation
Business

We apply our measurement and control technologies and
services, amassed over many years in the BA and AA fields,
to lifeline utilities such as gas and water, residential central
air-conditioning systems, life science research, pharmaceuticals, and other sectors to help people enjoy active lifestyles.
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Share of Net Sales by Segment
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Business Introduction, Business Overview

BA

Building
Automation Business

• A pioneer in the field of air-conditioning control systems for Japanese large-scale buildings
• A lineup of services tailored to the life cycles of buildings
• Energy-saving solutions based on accumulated data
Business Fields
Office buildings, hotels, shopping centers, hospitals, schools, research laboratories, factories, data centers,
government offices, airports, etc.

U sing advanced air-conditioning control technologies to provide
indoor environments that combine comfort and energy conservation
Our Building Automation (BA) business provides a variety of

environmental control technologies that create business and

products and services necessary for air-conditioning control of

production spaces where people can work safely, efficiently,

office buildings and other large-scale buildings, based on an

and in comfort, and that contribute to reducing environmen-

integrated system ranging from development, manufacture,

tal impacts. Using our strength in providing total solutions

and sales of products and systems to engineering, installation,

covering the life cycles of buildings, we foster safe operation

and maintenance services. We deploy our advanced automat-

and increasing the asset value of our customers’ buildings

ed air-conditioning control—combining control systems and

over the long term. Our solutions range from construction

application software for air-conditioning facilities with various

of new buildings to maintenance services, retrofit of existing

devices (controllers, valves, and sensors)—and our proprietary

buildings, and energy-saving solutions.

Life Cycle of Buildings and Values Delivered by Building Automation Business
• Proposal of advanced air-conditioning
control and security systems that
provide comfort, conserve energy, and
maintain safety
• Installation and system adjustment
at customers’ sites that always meet
delivery dates and quality standards

Installation of
new systems and
equipment

• Energy conservation and operational cost
reduction through optimal air-conditioning
control according to seasons and changes in
usage conditions
• Inspection patrols and emergency response
by engineers knowledgeable about building
facilities

• Function maintenance and improvement through
renewals of air-conditioning control systems and
equipment according to the life cycles of buildings
• Proposals designed to improve energy
conservation, comfort, and safety based on
accumulated operational data

Service (equipment maintenance, etc.)

Service

Retrofit of buildings, including
ESCO services

(design, installation,
and engineering)

Retrofit of buildings

(solutions, installation, and engineering)

Life cycle of buildings

New
building

Planning

Construction
starts
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Construction
completed

Operation

20–25 years

Major
retrofit
Construction Construction
starts
completed

Operation

Provision of services customized for life cycles by integrating building automation with advances in technology such as IoT

Management
and maintenance
of wide-area
building clusters

Maintenance

Energy
management

Proposal of
optimal
operation of
buildings

Proposal of
building
renovation

CLOUD
D etecting
Sensor and
Measurement Devices
Sensing and measurement of room
temperature/humidity

Setting

Security Systems
Controlling access to building
commons and interiors

Room temperature/
humidity controller

Contactless
smart-card reader

User-operated Devices
Building users can set the
temperature, humidity,
and other variables

Digital user terminal

High-end contactless
smart-card reader

Controlling

Va l u e C re a t i o n I n i t i a t i v e s

Room temperature/
humidity sensor

Protecting

Regulators and
Controllers
Control of building facilities
and instruments to keep
them in an optimal state

Digital central
control

HVAC
controller

Managing
Building Automation
Systems
Monitoring and management
of the indoor environment,
security, equipment, and
energy usage throughout
the building

Heating/cooling plant controllers

New BA systems

Adj usting
Wall-mounted
BA systems
BA systems for large-facilities and
small and medium-sized facilities

Valves/Actuators
Optimal adjustment of the
flow rates of hot/cold water
or steam used in buildings

Motorized control valve
with flow measurement
and control functions

Direct coupled damper
actuators

Development and production of central monitoring systems and
automatic control instruments for buildings, as well as applications
that support the management of buildings
azbil report 2018
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Building Automation (BA) Business
We expect continued demand for new buildings and also an increase in demand for existing building retrofits from
2020 onwards. In addition to fulfilling these jobs, we will expand our life-cycle solutions business in Japan and
overseas through new products and services that incorporate technological innovation.

■ Operating Environment
In the year ended March 2018, demand for equipment and
systems for large-scale buildings in the domestic market remained at high levels on the back of robust trends in construction related to the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic
Games, and urban redevelopment investments. In addition,
demand for solutions aimed at saving energy and reducing
operational costs remained healthy. Overseas, the development of local markets in Asia and China advanced steadily.

■ Review for the Year Ended March 2018
Under these circumstances, the business environment remained robust and at high levels. Despite a decline in overall
orders due to the impact of large-scale multi-year contracts*
recorded last year, orders received increased significantly for
existing buildings. In terms of sales, the job fulfillment system continued to be upgraded from the previous year and
sales increased for new buildings, in which steady progress
was made with on-site construction. Sales for existing buildings and services also grew due to the expansion of solution

Kazuyasu Hamada

proposals, closely connected to customers’ sites. Sales over-

Executive Director
Managing Executive Officer
President of Building Systems Company
Azbil Corporation

seas grew overall with an increase in profit despite the impact
of transferring all shares in a subsidiary in the previous year.
Segment profit increased from the previous year due to the
positive outcome of initiatives to improve profit and decreased
temporary expenses for provision, which offset increase in ex-

BA
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penses associated with improvement of the job fulfillment system and new product development.
*Large-scale multi-year contracts (market testing): The total value of an order for
a multi-year service project is recorded as a lump sum in the first year of the contract. In the fiscal year ended March 2017, orders were recorded for large-scale
service projects with multi-year contracts received through the system of public-private competitive tendering called “market testing.” The principal contractor
decided by such market testing is then responsible for providing a variety of services related to the building in question using vendors selected for the purpose.
Also, the contracts won through market testing cover periods ranging from three
to five years, and thus they can significantly influence the orders received by the
principal contractor, although these contracts have a limited impact on profits for
any single fiscal year.

Financial Highlights for the Year Ended March 2018

Sales

¥120.2

billion

Segment
Profit

(up 3.3% year on year)

¥12.6

billion

(up 9.3% year on year)
(Segment profit ratio 10.5%)

• Net sales increased overall due to an increase in sales related to new buildings and growth in sales for existing buildings and
services owing to expansion of solution proposals.
• Segment profit was up, even with the costs for improvement of the job fulfillment system, new product development, and
other expenses.

■ Outlook

the markets in line with the growth of the markets.
Along with these efforts to increase orders in domestic and

even after the Olympic Games, and demand for new buildings

overseas markets, we will accelerate the introduction of new

is expected to continue in 2020 and beyond. We will contin-

products and services that incorporate IoT, AI, cloud services

ue to allocate human resources efficiently and systematically

and other technological innovations. The next-generation

and upgrade our job fulfillment system through personnel

building automation (BA) system “savic-net™G5” released

transfers, education, and operational reforms. By advancing

last year was developed to spearhead the age of IoT. It in-

work-style reforms comprehensively, we will be capable of ful-

tegrates the latest energy-saving technologies of Japan and

filling high levels of demands within appropriate work hours.

is even used in landmark buildings, commercial facilities, air-

In addition, demand for retrofits are forecast to increase as

ports, and other buildings overseas. In addition, demonstra-

buildings constructed in the 1990s and early 2000s are up for

tion projects and commercialization of systems are in prog-

renovation after the 2020 Olympics. We will proactively make

ress, including a demand response system that enables the

proposals with high added value, such as energy saving and

consumer to flexibly respond to changes in electricity demand

energy management.

and a system that can control room temperature optimally

On the other hand, overseas we will work to cultivate lo-

according to the sensory temperature of the user. With these

cal-capitall building markets, while focusing on expanding

unique products and services, we will offer solutions that con-

business to seize opportunities in Asian markets as Japanese

tribute to customers’ management in order to strengthen the

companies are strengthening their real estate investments in

life-cycle solutions business in Japan and overseas.
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In the domestic market, redevelopment projects are planned

Continued Selection for Virtual Power Plant Construction Demonstration Project Initiated
by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
Azbil Corporation has continued to be selected for the Virtual Power Plant*1 Construction Demonstration Project initiated
by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, which utilizes
the demand response*2 (DR) system since fiscal year 2016. This
demonstration project combines BEMS remote control technology in which Azbil has more than 30 years of a proven track
record and the our automatic DR control system that utilizes various energy sources. We aim to offer the result of merging our
technological strength built over many years and internationally
new technologies as DR service, a new value which will contribute to solving social issues.

❷ DR notification

Consumer
❸ Implementation of automatic DR

Power
company

❶ Operation request

Azbil
aggregation
center

❹ Power data collection
❺ Commission calculation

*1 System that balances power demand and supply by integrating distributed energy sources and makes them function as a virtual power plant.
*2 System to stabilize the supply of power by encouraging lower power usage to
reduce power usage during the peak hours.

Azbil
savic-net series

Consumer
building
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Business Introduction, Business Overview

AA

Advanced
Automation Business

• Measurement and control manufacturer handling everything in-house, from development
and production to maintenance
• Expanding the solutions business through a variety of applications
Business Fields
[Process Automation] Petrochemicals and chemicals, oil refining, electric power and gas, iron and steel, waste
management, water supply and sewerage, paper and pulp, ships, etc.
[Factory Automation] Food, pharmaceuticals, automobiles, electrical and electronics, semiconductors, manufacturing
equipment (industrial furnaces, machine tools and others), etc.

Helping to solve problems at manufacturing sites to realize safe,
comfortable, and ideal work environments
Our Advanced Automation (AA) business fields are broadly

maintenance services that support the optimal operation of

divided into the process automation (PA) field, related to the

equipment and facilities throughout their life cycles. Seizing

materials industry, and the factory automation (FA) field, re-

technological innovations in such areas as IoT, big data, and

lated to the processing and assembly industry. Our products

AI as opportunities, we develop advanced measurement and

and services are provided in these fields via three business

control technologies to support the creation of new value in

sub-segments: CP, IAP, and SS. To solve problems at various

the manufacturing industry, together with our customers who

manufacturing sites, including plants and factories, we of-

aim for not only stable and safe operations but also dramatic

fer products, solutions, instrumentation, engineering, and

improvements in productivity.

Three Business Sub-segments

Control Product (CP) Business
Supplying factory automation products such as
controllers and sensors, etc.

Main Products/Services
• Sensors and switches
• Controllers
• Flat-panel displays and
recorders

• Combustion safety and control
systems

Industrial Automation Product (IAP) Business
Supplying process automation products such as
differential pressure & pressure transmitters, and
control valves, etc.

Solution & Service (SS) Business
Offering control systems, engineering service,
maintenance service, energy-saving solution
service, etc.
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• Control valves and actuators
• Measuring instruments and

transmitters
(Flow rate, temperature, pressure,
liquid surface, etc.)

• Industrial automation control
and monitoring systems,
applications, and software
• Maintenance service

Business Fields

Factory Automation (the processing and assembly industry)
Sectors that handle or utilize automation of production processes,
such as electrical/electronic devices,
semiconductors, food, and pharmaceuticals, etc.

Process Automation
(the materials industry)
Sectors that supply production
materials to the petrochemical,
chemical, steel, and other industries

Using big data and AI at manufacturing sites to support safer and
more stable operations
Visualization and diagnosis of the status of production and
equipment operation using high-performance sensors

Using big data and AI to detect problems beforehand,
predict the future status, and optimize operational plans
Detection of
warning signs
(Current)

Conventional
point at which
warning is issued

Early detection

Online anomaly monitoring system

Upper limit
Normal

Control valve maintenance
support system

Device management system
Lower limit

Prediction of future changes

Advanced critical trend monitoring
for safety

Adj usting

BIG DATA

Measuring

Control Valves
Optimal adjustment of the flow
rates of gases and liquids at
customer sites

Process Sensors
Measurement of flow rates, pressure,
liquid level, and calorific value
Smart electromagnetic
flow meter

Control valve
and smart valve
positioner

Natural gas
calorimeter
Vortex flowmeter

Va l u e C re a t i o n I n i t i a t i v e s

Differential pressure and
pressure transmitter

Monitoring

Controlling

Monitoring and Control
Systems
Monitoring of manufacturing
processes

Controllers
Optimal control of processes, equipment,
and facilities

Monitoring and control system

Multi-loop controllers with
multifunction display

Network instrumentation module

D etecting
Sensors and Switches
Precise detection and high reliability to support a broad range of needs at customer sites

Process controller

Laser sensor

Photoelectric
switch

Advanced
ultraviolet flame
detector

Limit switch

Earthquake
sensor

Micro flow rate
liquid flow meter

Development and production of measurement and control instruments,
monitoring and control systems,
and applications that solve problems at production sites
azbil report 2018
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Advanced Automation (AA) Business
We will accelerate the development and expansion of business in new automation fields by advancing our
cutting-edge measurement and control technologies and offering solutions centered upon our unique products
and services—our strength.

■ Operating Environment
In the year ended March 2018, capital investment in various
markets showed recovery or growth owing to the increase in IT
related demands in Japan and Overseas. Investments towards
rationalization and labor-saving efforts became more active on
the back of labor shortages. Overseas, domestic demand in
China remained strong, Europe enjoyed moderate economic
recovery, and the United States showed steady recovery in consumption and capital investment. Looked at by industry, the
semiconductor manufacturing equipment market had been on
a growth trend in Japan and overseas, and other markets also
continued to enjoy a favorable business environment overall.

■ Review for the Year Ended March 2018
In this business environment, we were thorough with implementing operations in the three business sub-segments* of
Control Product (CP), Industrial Automation Product (IAP), and
Solutions & Services (SS), which we implemented last fiscal
year to acquire global competitiveness. Through this initiative,
we made progress in increasing the sales of our unique new

Yoshimitsu Hojo

and existing products and services, which are our strength, re-

Executive Director
Managing Executive Officer
President of Advanced Automation Company
Azbil Corporation

structuring our business promotion system according to shifting business areas, and other measures for business growth,
in order to improve profitability to a higher level.
As a result, business expanded through the release of new
products and other means, and orders received significantly

AA
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increased. Sales also grew steadily year on year due to the
robust business environment in Japan as well as captured demand for controllers and sensors primarily for the semiconductor manufacturing equipment market overseas. Segment
profit showed growth far greater than the previous fiscal year
owing to initiatives designed to strengthen business profitability and major improvements in the profit structure of each of
the three business sub-segments.
*Three AA business sub-segments (for management accounting):
CP (Control Product) business: Supplying factory automation products such as controllers and sensors, etc.
IAP (Industrial Automation Product) business: Supplying process automation products such as differential pressure & pressure transmitters, and control valves, etc.
SS (Solution & Service) business: Offering control systems, engineering service,
maintenance service, energy-saving solution service, etc.

Financial Highlights for the Year Ended March 2018

Sales

¥97.2

billion

Segment
Profit

(up 1.8% year on year)

¥9.9

billion

(up 37.9% year on year)
(Segment profit ratio 10.2%)

• Net sales increased year on year owing to robust demands in the semiconductor manufacturing equipment market as well as
business expansion in new automation fields.
• Segment profit increased significantly due to a greatly improved profit structure resulting from initiatives to strengthen business profitability.

dustrial safety system by an online anomaly monitoring system

With the operating environment for the AA business forecast

that can detect signs of equipment anomalies with accuracy

to be continuously favorable, new production that addresses

greater than that of skilled operators and a new maintenance

the recent changing technological trends is apparent on cus-

system that diagnoses valves during plant operation online,

tomers’ production sites. Measures for business growth that

and a micro flow rate liquid flow meter utilizing MEMS sens-

coincide with these trends have proven to make major prog-

ing technology to enable stable measurement of liquid micro

ress in improving the profit structure we continue to engage

flow rates that were previously difficult. These prove the azbil

in, with signs of further growth of business profitability. We

Group’s capability of offering value in new automation fields,

will continue to further heighten our competitiveness as an

where customers demand new levels of value that are beyond

automation company through proactive investment in devel-

levels seen to date. We will respond to those demands by ac-

opment, production, and sales.

celerating the release of unique new products and services

Based on these policies, we will focus on the development

with high added value.

and sales of new products that utilize technological innova-

We also aim to create continuous growth overseas through

tions which are making rapid advancements to realize a super

a combination of strengthening sales in the automation field,

smart society, such as IoT, AI, and big data, under the business

expanding solutions utilizing competitive products, and offer-

promotion system with the three business sub-segments. We

ing services that encompass the life cycle such as the diagnosis

have already developed innovative products such as smart in-

of customers’ equipment using IoT.

Va l u e C re a t i o n I n i t i a t i v e s

■ Outlook

Explanation of Smart Industrial Safety System at “Symposium on Thailand 4.0 towards Connected
Industries,” Commemorating the 130th Anniversary of Thailand-Japan friendship relations
On September 12, 2017, Hirozumi Sone, president and CEO of
Azbil Corporation, participated in a panel discussion at “Symposium on Thailand 4.0 towards Connected Industries,” which
commemorated the 130th anniversary of Thailand-Japan friendship relations. Mr. Sone explained about smart industrial safety
system utilizing IoT technologies at the symposium, which was
held in Bangkok, Thailand.
In the discussion, Mr. Sone talked about ways to help resolve
issues faced by petroleum and chemical plants, namely, “aging
(1)

Control valve
diagnostic system

Statistical analysis using
high-performance sensor data

facilities” and “increased risk due to retirement of experienced
operators.” He introduced specific examples of the azbil Group’s
(1) use of high-performance sensors for equipment diagnosis
and optimal maintenance, and (2) use of big data in real-time
anomaly monitoring technology and future fluctuation prediction technology. He explained that these advanced initiatives will
help various social challenges and contribute to the Thai government’s “Thailand 4.0” economic model.

(2)

Machine learning using big data

Conventional point
at which warning
is issued

Online anomaly
monitoring system
Early
detection

Anomaly
monitoring level
Normal

Collection and analysis of operational
data from smart valve positioners

Data modelling
prediction algorithm

(2)

Future variable
forecasting system

Vision of the future
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Business Introduction, Business Overview

LA

Life
Automation Business

• Gas and water meters: Benefiting from stable replacement demand
• Life Science Engineering (LSE): Delivering integrated products and services based on
proprietary technologies to the pharmaceutical market
• Residential central air-conditioning systems: Providing comfortable, healthy living spaces
Business Fields
[Gas and Water Meters] City gas (for homes/industry), LP gas, water supply (local government), etc.
[LSE] Pharmaceutical manufacturing, life science research & development
[Residential Central Air-conditioning Systems] Ordinary detached houses

Supporting safe, secure, comfortable, and healthy living through
measurement and control technologies
We are advancing our Life Automation (LA) business by deploying measurement, control, and metering technologies, cultivated
over many years in the building and industrial markets, to expand our presence in new business domains that support people’s
lives. Specifically, LA business focuses on in the following three fields.
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Gas and Water Meters
(Lifelines)

Life Science Engineering
(LSE)

Residential Central
Air-conditioning Systems

In December 2005, Kimmon Manufac-

Spain-based Telstar S.A. (now Azbil

In this field, we apply air-conditioning

turing Co., Ltd. (now Azbil Kimmon Co.,

Telstar, S.L.U.), which supplies process

technologies for large-scale buildings

Ltd.), which manufactures and sells city

equipment and environmental systems

to central air conditioning of detached

gas meters, LP gas meters, and water

for pharmaceutical companies and labo-

houses. We provide comfortable, healthy

meters, became an azbil Group member.

ratories, became a member of the azbil

living spaces via our central air-condi-

That company is a pioneer in metering

Group in January 2013. That company is

tioning systems, which feature electronic

instruments with a history of more than

advancing its operations globally, includ-

air cleaners with PM2.5 pollen-removal

100 years, having developed the first

ing in Europe, Latin America, and South

performance, as well as variable air vol-

Japan-produced gas meter in 1904. It has

Asia. For many years, it has built a track

ume (VAV) control enabling temperature

a stable business foundation that benefits

record and experience in engineering

settings for each room.

from cyclical replacement demand for gas

and the development of equipment and

and water meters as required by law.

services related to life sciences.
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Life Science Engineering
[Azbil Telstar, S.L.U.]

Total Solutions for Life Sciences

An integrated solution from the development,
engineering, installation, and sale of lyophilizers,
sterilizers, and clean environment equipment to
after-sales services for pharmaceutical companies
and research laboratories

Provision of comprehensive solutions covering the design, engineering, and
manufacturing processes that integrate automation technologies for companies
engaged in life sciences. These solutions are achieved as turnkey projects* in
which expert teams are involved in the entire manufacturing process. We design and manufacture process equipment and facilities which apply our original
technologies, such as decontamination, pure water and pure steam, and freeze
drying, in order to contribute to the construction of factories that take into account
efficiency, the environment, and safety.

Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Equipment

*Contracts under which each single contractor assumes
responsibility for delivery dates, assurance, and performance guarantee collectively for all operations, ranging from design to procurement of equipment, materials, and services, construction, and test run.

Barrier systems

Lyophilizer

Va l u e C re a t i o n I n i t i a t i v e s

Ventilation
equipment

Indoor unit and
electronic air cleaner
Outlet

Gas and W ater Meters
[Azbil Kimmon Co., Ltd.]

Provision of city gas/LP gas meters and water
meters for the household market, as well as
products for industry, including regulators,
and also safety equipment in the form of
alarms and automatic shut-off valves

Residential Central
Air-conditioning
Systems

Water Meter
LPWA capable
electronic
water meter

Battery-operated
electromagnetic
water meter

[Azbil Corporation]

Gas Meter
Outdoor unit

Intelligent city
gas meters

LPWA capable intelligent
LP gas meter

Provision of air-conditioning systems for
general detached houses, whereby cooling,
heating, ventilation, air purification, and
dehumidification are handled by a single
air-conditioning unit, ensuring comfort for
the entire house

LP Gas Centralized Monitoring System Using IoT
Various information obtained from consumers’
meters is monitored centrally using wireless
technology at our data center, which is connected to gas providers by cloud services. By dramatically increasing the efficiency of day-to-day
tasks, such as meter reading, security provision,
and delivery planning, higher added value than
ever before is given to meter and meter reading
businesses, which in turn contributes to efforts
to reduce costs and save energy for consumers,
including providers and, by extension, general
households as well as factories and buildings.

CLOUD
VAV Tablet Remote Controller

Data center

Gas meter

Provider

Base station

Temperatures can be set for each room by installing
VAV control in central air-conditioning systems.
Settings for each room can
be viewed and adjusted in
list format using a tablet
remote controller.

Gas meter
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Life Automation (LA) Business
We will focus on sustainable growth initiatives to establish the LA business as the third pillar building on the
improvements made in the profit structure.

■ Operating Environment
The Life Automation (LA) business operates in three fields:
lifeline utilities, such as gas and water supply; Life Science Engineering (LSE) for pharmaceutical manufacturers and laboratories; and residential central air-conditioning systems.
In the year ended March 2018, our business in gas and
water meters (Azbil Kimmon Co., Ltd.) continued benefiting
from robust cyclical replacement demand for LP gas meters
as required by law. In the LSE field (Azbil Telstar, S.L.U.), new
projects increased in emerging countries. As for residential
central air-conditioning systems, we continued to attract inquiries about our high value-added air-conditioning systems,
which address customers’ needs for comfortable and healthy
living spaces.

■ Review for the Year Ended March 2018
In this business environment, sales in the gas and water meters field remained mostly unchanged from the previous year.
However, we made preparations for entry into a new business
area by releasing a new intelligent LP gas meter that can flex-

Masato Iwasaki

ibly support various communications and carried out verifica-

Executive Director
Managing Executive Officer
Responsible for the Life Automation Business
Azbil Corporation

tion projects, such as reading the gauge values through IoT
utilizing the new LPWA* technology and big data. Sales in
the LSE field remained at the previous year’s level, but orders
received that will lead to sales in the next fiscal year increased
significantly by capturing demands in emerging countries.

LA
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In the field of residential central air-conditioning systems,
we continued to invest in new product development while
increasing profit by implementing measures to improve our
sales structure. As a result, segment profit for the LA business
increased from the previous year owing to improvement of
the profit structure in the LSE field.
*LPWA: Low Power Wide Area. LPWA is a wireless communication technology capable of long distance communication that requires significantly lower electricity
compared to conventional means and is expected to be widely used in IoT.

Financial Highlights for the Year Ended March 2018

Sales

¥44.2

billion

Segment
Profit

(up 0.2% year on year)

¥1.5

billion

(up 5.7% year on year)
(Segment profit ratio 3.4%)

• Net sales continued at the previous level supported by the stable demand in the gas and water meter field.
• Segment profit improved due to progress of the business structure reform in the LSE field.

■ Outlook

with automation technology to the lyophilizers which are core

In the year ending March 2019, we expect growth in the gas

products of the LSE field. We will particularly focus on product

and water meter field driven by sales of LP gas meters where

functions such as analytic technology for processing equip-

demand for cyclical replacement continues to increase. Also,

ment to support Pharma 4.0 (digitalization of the pharma-

in creating business opportunities in the liberalizing energy

ceutical production process) and engineering capabilities to

supply market, we will fully engage in verification projects

respond to strong LSE demands mainly in emerging countries.
In the field of residential central air-conditioning systems,

periodic (daily), automatic remote reading of gas usage from

we will further pursue comfort in the living space and differ-

meters with IoT capability. We will not limit our efforts to LP

entiate ourselves by introducing a variable air volume (VAV)

gas but simultaneously expand into data measurement solu-

system that applies air-conditioning technology of the Build-

tions that make effective use of data from various meters.

ing Automation (BA) business and tablet remote controllers.

In the LSE field, we aim to continue strengthening the proj-

In these ways, we will expand the LA business while es-

ect management system and other business structure reforms

tablishing a structure that will generate profit as the third

while also establishing a stable profit structure. On the other

business pillar following the BA and Advanced Automation

hand, we will promote business expansion through synergy

(AA) businesses.

Va l u e C re a t i o n I n i t i a t i v e s

that contribute to optimal delivery of LP gas cylinders through

within the Group to enhance the functions and add high value

Launch of IoT Verification Project for Rationalizing LP Gas Distribution with LPWA Network
Azbil Kimmon Co., Ltd. launched a verification project for frequent remote meter reading through IoT that utilizes the LPWA
network, in cooperation with Azbil Corporation, Tokyo Gas Co.,
Ltd., and Tokyo Gas Liquid Holdings Co., Ltd. in September 2017.
The four companies are developing a system to establish
routes for optimal distribution of LP gas cylinders to customers.
By using the LoRaWAN* low-power wide-area wireless technology for frequent and remote meter reading of gas usage, we
can accurately determine the remaining gas in order to optimally
deliver LP gas cylinders to customers.

Remote meter
reading
Security
monitoring
LP gas meter

Data center

Distribution optimization system

Selects distribution route
with big data analysis

*A LPWA network standard for IoT that realizes long-distance communication at
low power consumption.
*LoRaWAN is a trademark of the Semtech Corporation.
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A Strong Value Chain for Sustainable Growth
Based on its philosophy of “ human-centered automation,” the azbil Group creates value together with
customers at their sites, and in so doing secures its own sustainable growth. The problems and needs of
our customers and of society are changing with the emergence of technological innovations.
Against this back drop, we will continue work ing tirelessly to create value through automation by
utilizing our integrated system, which covers everything from product development to manufacturing,
sales, engineering, installation, and service.

Technology Research and
Product D evelopment

Manufacturing and
Procurement

Sales, Engineering,
Installation, and Service
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Technology Research and Product Development
We plan and develop technologies and products in five strategic areas
that we believe will play a key role in shaping the future of humancentered automation. We are also strengthening our R&D system and
product design capabilities around the world to increase product appeal
and provide a solid foundation for business growth.

■ Technology Research and Product Development
Policy

tion within a space, taking into account the location of human

Aiming to swiftly provide customers with next-generation

high-quality indoor environment.

products based on our Group philosophy, we are building an
operational framework that emphasizes coordination between

beings and other sources of heat to swiftly provide a safe,
For more details, please refer to “Examples of Technology
R&D” on pages 48-49.

■ Three Initiatives for Standardization

strategic technology areas through which we can deliver widely

We are improving the reliability and safety of our products and

applicable value over the medium and long terms, we are pur-

services and thereby increasing our business competitiveness by

suing original R&D initiatives while stepping up product devel-

optimizing quality (Q), cost (C), and delivery date (D) through the

opment in areas of business that are growing. In keeping with

application of international standards, technology standards,

our goals for global business expansion, we develop technol-

and measurement standards. The enforcement of measurement

ogies and products at three R&D locations: in Silicon Valley in

standards enables the azbil Group to guarantee a high level of

the United States, at Group companies in Europe, and in Japan.

reliability in the specified performance of its products. As an accredited member of the Japan Calibration Service System (JCSS),

■ Five Strategic Technology Areas

Azbil Corporation ensures that the measuring instruments for

To provide constant and widely applicable value amid the

testing products are traceable to national standards.

changing business environment faced by our customers, who
operate in a variety of areas—including the building market,
manufacturing, housing, and infrastructure—we have identified the following five strategic areas for technological and

Traceability to National Standards for Measuring Instruments Calibration
National standards

product development. These areas were identified by taking
into account factors such as societal trends, the changing

National
standards agent

needs of our customers, and technological innovations antici-

(accredited by JCSS)

pated over the medium and long terms.

1. Machine Systems with Humanlike Abilities

Private calibration
companies

Standard instruments specified by the
National Institute of Advanced Industrial
Science and Technology (AIST)
Calibration

attributes, allowing the machines to work well with people.

Manufacturers

them with values obtained by standard instruments)

Azbil
Standard
instruments

in a way that was not previously possible due to restrictions

Measuring instruments
at Azbil bases

Calibration
azbil Group
bases Measuring
instruments

Other companies
Standard
instruments

Other companies’
bases Measuring
instruments

Testing

2. Flexible Measurement and Control
Technologies allowing us to freely measure and control objects

Azbil’s scope of
activity

azbil Group Specified
secondary standard Calibration
(checking if measured values are correct by comparing
instruments

Intelligent systems that bestow on machines a subtle sense of
touch, humanlike perception, technical skills, and other human

Calibration chain

Va l u e C re a t i o n I n i t i a t i v e s

our marketing and R&D departments. Having identified five

(in inspections of
shipments, etc.)

Products

Azbil products

azbil Group Products

Other companies’
products

imposed by the installation location, time, or environment.

3. Advanced Technology that Clarifies Complex Systems

■ Strategy for Intellectual Property Rights

Information technology that takes complex processes beyond the

In addition to respecting the intellectual property of other

stage of “visualization” to that of “clarification” of status and

companies, we regard our own intellectual property as one of

problems, to enable advanced system control and enhancement.

our most important resources, and for that reason we make

4. Systems Enabling Us to Live in Harmony with Nature

efforts to acquire and protect patents and other rights.

Control technologies that learn from environmental changes

To formulate strategies for creating new business and ex-

in order to supply just the right amount of energy, bringing

panding and strengthening our existing business, we work

human activity (energy consumption) and environmental pres-

with our business and R&D departments to understand trends

ervation into harmony.

in patents and other intellectual property and to analyze tech-

5. Individualized Environmental Comfort Systems

nology. We are also working to reinforce our patent portfolio

Technology that maintains the optimal temperature distribu-

and ensure discipline in our product and technology developazbil report 2018
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Value Chain

Examples of
Technology R&D

1. Machine Systems with Humanlike Abilities
Next-generation smart robots
Value
provided

ment fields in order to make focused R&D investments based
on the analysis of other companies’ benchmarks and patents.

By embedding force-sensing functionality into robotic arms
and hands, the robot can manipulate delicate parts and operate alongside manufacturing workers. Moreover, using builtin vision functionality, the robot can recognize the position of
parts and inspect assemblies of parts. These technologies can
be easily implemented in production lines that utilize factory
automation.

In priority development fields, we actively acquire patents
related to basic and related technologies. At the same time,
we endeavor to improve overall investment efficiency by discarding patent rights that have a low value in terms of competitiveness or business performance. In conjunction with our
global business expansion, our marketing and development
departments hold meetings with the intellectual property

2. Flexible Measurement and Control
LPWA capable intelligent LP gas meter
Value
provided

department before filing applications for patents overseas in
order to determine the importance of the relevant technology

With the intelligent LP gas meter, installation space for a communication module is not needed, because communication
technology is built into the meter itself. With built-in communications, onsite work is reduced, resulting in lower system construction costs.

for our business strategy.

■ Brand Management
To foster our unified corporate image, we have enacted Groupwide regulations governing the use of the company name,
logo, and other elements of the azbil brand, and we strictly
adhere to these regulations around the world. To protect our
brand, we have aggressively registered the Group’s “azbil” logo
as a trademark in about 100 countries worldwide.

3. Advanced Technology that Clarifies
Complex Systems
Model C7G multi-loop controller with multifunction
display Playback functionality compatible with the IoT
Value
provided

We also endeavor to register our main products in this way

This device synchronizes and records detailed data on process
variable and manipulated variable, heater current, resistance,
etc. It can also transmit data to higher level devices when required. These capabilities reduce production equipment downtime and contribute to productivity improvement.

around the world.

4. Systems Enabling Us to Live in Harmony
with Nature
(“Azbil Corporation” in Chinese)

In response to the unauthorized use of logos and the circulation of counterfeit logos on the Internet, we strive to uncov-

Environmentally conscious cloud services powered by
AI technology
Value
provided

er any infringement and deal with it strictly.

By using the cloud to centrally manage information for a particular area and by harnessing AI-driven optimization technology
and demand-response technology to regulate the power demand of consumers, we can strike the right balance between
energy use and comfort in that area.

5. Individualized Environmental Comfort Systems
Patent and R&D Data
(Ended March 31)

Individualized comfort prediction technology
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Patents
Number of applications

513

506

506

562

2,458

2,703

2,762

2,902

3,049

R&D expenses
(billions of yen)

8.8

10.1

11.0

10.4

11.2

R&D expenses/net sales (%)

3.5

4.0

4.3

4.1

4.3

Number owned

48
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Value
provided

By shedding light on the relationship between the indoor environment and office workers’ sensations of temperature, we
can potentially fine-tune the environment to improve worker
satisfaction and curb excess energy consumption.

Value Chain

We developed this force-sensing technology by
applying our previously cultivated pressure and
flow measurement technologies. We also developed force-feedback control technology so that the robot can
precisely manipulate actuators using the force-sensing technology built-into its arms and hands. Moreover, we developed vision technology that allows the robot to recognize positions and
shapes of parts, and to inspect assemblies of parts. With these
force-sensing and vision technologies, the robot can easily implement work previously done by humans.

Robotic arm

Development
details

The C7G controller can now show the correlation
between control status and heater status because
it synchronizes and records control data (process
variable and manipulated variable) and heater status data (current and resistance values). For the playback function, we added a
new recording method and extended the measurement recording
time. Measured data can be recorded in batches and transmitted
to higher level devices when required, which enables greater visibility of production equipment’s operational status.
Development
details

We have developed a cloud-based service for
optimizing the operation of heat source systems.
Features of the service include demand forecasting based on machine learning from collected data, a guidance
function for displaying plans for optimized operation in order to
minimize running costs, etc., and a function for interconnecting with the heat source controller. We have also developed a
cloud-based system that receives power supply and demand signals from power companies and coordinates the power demand
among multiple consumers (buildings).
Development
details

External
force
estimation

Force sensing

Robotic hand

Next-generation smart robot

Gravity
compensation

Force-driven
control

Gravity model

Commands for
angle of joints

Diagram of control system for direct teaching

No dependence on communication method

CLOUD
Intelligent LP
gas meter

LPWA

Process variable

Cloud

Gas company

Data recorded in batches

(temperature, pressure, flow rate, etc.)

Batch 1
Batch 2
Batch n

Manipulated variable
(to control valves, pumps, etc.)

PV(˚C)

Voltage (V)

Current (A)

Demand response
Regulation of building’s
power demand

CLOUD
Cloud center

Optimal heat source
operation support
Optimizing the operation of
heat source systems

Occupants’ thermal sensations

AC operational data
Environmental satisfaction model
BMS

Thermal sensation
voting card

Mobile
device

BEMS

Indoor environment data

Temperature
and humidity
sensors

Infrared
array sensor

Surface temperature
distribution

Dissatisfaction (too hot)

Our thermal sensation voting air conditioning
system (p.74) can obtain information on the temperature perception of individuals in various locations, while our newly developed infrared sensor arrays perceive
the surface temperatures of the indoor environment. By combining
this information with air conditioning control data and other information, we can generate models for the degree of environmental
satisfaction. This technology not only delivers information about the
physical environment, such as temperature and humidity, but also
enables us to understand the temperature sensations of individuals.
Development
details

External force + gravity

Va l u e C re a t i o n I n i t i a t i v e s

By miniaturizing the internal mechanism we were
able to gain enough space inside the meter to
embed the communication components. The meter can transmit data using the LPWA network protocol, allowing
central management in the cloud. This capability enables us not
only to sell meters themselves but also to provide information services that will improve gas delivery efficiency, among other benefits. By providing data stored in the cloud, gas providers can select
the most suitable communication processes for each installation
location without worrying about how the data is transmitted.
Development
details

Joint angle measurements

Example of actual feeling

Standard feeling

Cold
environment

Hot
environment
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Manufacturing and Procurement
Adopting a global perspective throughout the Group, we are
optimizing our production and logistics systems for individual
regions and products and striving to achieve next-generation
production with the goal of realizing innovation in manufacturing.

■ Strengthening the Overseas Production System

Utilizing the new buildings slated for completion in spring

With the aim of establishing an optimal production system to

2019 at the Shonan Factory, we intend to establish advanced

underpin our global business development, we continue to

production lines, implement sophisticated production pro-

expand the volume of overseas production and the capabili-

cesses, and make operations highly efficient. In addition to

ties of our overseas bases in order to improve our distribution

implementing innovations in high value-added manufactur-

and logistics frameworks and strengthen our production cen-

ing, which is an azbil Group specialty, we also aim to beef

ters in Japan, China, and Thailand.

up our manufacturing capabilities at each Group production

At our production base in Thailand, we are continuing to

company, following the lead of the mother factory.

expand the scale of production, particularly of components.
After completing expansion work at the factory in December

■ Innovations in Production

2017, we are taking steps to boost production capacity. At our

As we continue to seek improvements in our production

production base in Dalian, China, we are also pressing ahead

technology, we are also

with increased production capacity for valves and differential

introducing innovations in

pressure and pressure transmitters, and we are building a dis-

manufacturing

tribution and logistics framework for direct sale and shipment

and constructing competi-

of products from overseas production bases to various coun-

tive production lines. To this

tries. We are also endeavoring to take advantage of beneficial

end, we are investigating

tax arrangements provided under free-trade agreements and

microsensor assembly tech-

other conventions and treaties.

nologies and microassem-

By stepping up these initiatives, we intend to raise the pro-

bly

and

processes

Microsensor automated assembly
equipment

microprocessing

portion of overseas production to more than 30% within sev-

technologies, as well as pro-

eral years.

prietary advanced technologies centered on new mate-

AI-powered component testing
equipment

■ Constructing a New Main Factory for the azbil Group

rials and innovative material

As part of measures to streamline our global production sys-

processing that can be integrated into our production lines.

tem, we are consolidating the Shonan Factory and Isehara Fac-

Moreover, in order to streamline our production processes

tory into one facility at the Shonan Factory location, which will

and improve quality, we are making efforts, based on the azbil

be the Group’s “mother factory.” It will operate in close col-

Group’s unique HCA-MS* concept, to promote advanced au-

laboration with the R&D facility at Fujisawa Technology Center.

tomation by deploying sophisticated assembly, processing, and
image-processing technologies, as well as AI and IoT applications to automate human activity, including work that previously required human skills or judgment.

Azbil Control Instruments
(Dalian) Co., Ltd.

Fujisawa Technology
Center
Shonan Factory

azbil Group
mother factory

We aim to extend the application of these advanced technologies from domestic factories to overseas facilities in order
to maintain and improve global product quality and strengthen cost competitiveness.

Azbil Hong Kong Limited

Azbil Production
(Thailand) Co., Ltd.
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• Azbil Kyoto Co., Ltd.
• Azbil Kimmon Co., Ltd.
• Azbil Taishin Co., Ltd.
• Azbil TA Co., Ltd.
• Azbil Telstar, S.L.U.
• Azbil Saudi Limited

*Human-Centered Automation for Manufacturing System. Based on our Group
philosophy of human-centered automation, manufacturing systems are equipped
with machine accuracy and human flexibility through the mechanization of aspects of human intelligence and capabilities of the human hand (sense of touch)
and eye (sense of sight), enabling the automation of processes that could not be
automated with conventional technology. Modularized functions allow reuse, so
production equipment can be altered or extended as needed.

Sales, Engineering, Installation, and Service
Based on an integrated framework encompassing everything from
consulting and sales to engineering, installation, and service, we
make use of the knowledge and skills cultivated at customer sites to
offer high value-added solutions and services across the globe.

■ Total Solutions

In our advanced automation (AA) business, we hear various
requests from customers regarding their manufacturing sites.

facilities, we provide total solutions on the basis of our unique

When our sales engineers propose energy-efficiency measures

integrated framework, which covers everything from consult-

for a factory, for example, they conduct an energy analysis and

ing and sales to engineering, installation, and service. To meet

estimate the effectiveness of investment in energy-efficiency

a variety of needs at each stage of the facility life cycle—in-

measures before proposing a solution to the customer. For the

cluding planning, operation, maintenance, improvement, and

improvement of manufacturing processes, our sales engineers

renovation—our sales engineers, system engineers, field en-

investigate the manufacturing site’s actual operation, exam-

gineers and service engineers are committed to providing the

ining the problems and pursuing the solutions together with

best solutions for each manufacturing site.

the customer, and then propose an application that enables

Sales, Engineering, and Installation

the customer to take advantage not only of Azbil Corporation

Our customers share with us the needs and problems they

products but also products of Group companies that meet

experience with their buildings, plants, and factories, and we

the customer’s needs. If the proposal is accepted, our sys-

help them to find solutions through our integrated framework,

tem engineers, who are well-versed in advanced technology,

starting from analysis and proposal of solutions, and continu-

draw the system design and develop an application to build

ing through design, installation, and system adjustment.

a high-performance and high-quality system. In response to

For example, in the area of building air-conditioning control,

a request by an equipment manufacturer, we strive to deliver

which is handled by our building automation (BA) business,

high value-added solutions, not only by providing products,

each type of building—whether it is an office building, hotel,

but also by proposing applications and customized systems

or hospital— presents its own special problems, depending on

at the equipment design and development stages, based on

its intended use and characteristics. Based on the know-how

the relationship of trust we have fostered with the customer.

and actual operating data that the azbil Group has accumulat-

Service

ed over many years, our sales engineers confer with the cus-

Our service engineers, who are thoroughly acquainted with

tomer and propose the best BA system or control system for

our customer’s processes and systems, provide optimized oper-

each facility, or the best energy-saving solutions and services,

ation, regular inspections, and maintenance services, and they

in consideration of the purpose and manner of use of the

respond swiftly in the event of an urgent problem. In addi-

facility. Our field engineers, drawing upon their deep knowl-

tion, we listen to our customers. By incorporating their views

edge of products and experience in the field, manage the con-

promptly and surely into our products and services and sharing

struction process details, including process safety, quality and

them with others in the azbil Group, we improve our technol-

cost, in addition to field engineering, in order to control the

ogy and services in the field and make them more efficient.

Va l u e C re a t i o n I n i t i a t i v e s

To maximize value throughout the life cycle of our customers’

process in a way that meets customers’ specifications.

■ Engineers Creating Value On the Site — The Untiring Drive to Automate —
The strengths of the azbil Group lie not only in the sale and delivery of equipment and systems, but also in the ability to generate added value using its advanced, expert knowledge and extensive know-how of measurement and control technology. In
the area of energy conservation, for example, our BA business engineers have an expert knowledge of building facilities and
can optimize performance and maximize energy efficiency by fine-tuning the operation and
settings of machinery and equipment. In the AA business too, at production sites with a
complex mix of equipment and energy, our engineers—who possess wide-ranging knowledge, from facility mechanisms and control to engineering—are able to identify the optimal
control method for energy savings and deliver to the customer the benefits of reduced
energy consumption. Some case examples can be viewed here:
https://www.azbil.com/case/index.html
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■ Restructuring the Service Business

Global Expansion of the Service Business

In the service area, we are pressing ahead with the transfor-

Our solutions-oriented valve business (for integrated supply

mation of our operations from a conventional labor-intensive

and maintenance of control valves) has expanded to the Mid-

model to a knowledge-intensive services model in which we

dle East and North America, in addition to main bases in lo-

mainly focus on offering solutions based on our extensive data

cations including China, Taiwan, Thailand, Singapore, and In-

and experience. In addition, we are upgrading and reinforcing

donesia. We are also strengthening the service infrastructure

our infrastructure and training additional personnel so that

that allows us to monitor overseas buildings remotely, so that

we can provide the same level of service overseas as we do

we can offer efficient maintenance and energy conservation.

in Japan.

Knowledge-Intensive Services
We are now making use of cutting-edge technology and a
wealth of know-how available only to professionals in the
field of control and management in order to develop tools
for use in our service operations. The use of service tools not
only increases the efficiency of on-site inspections, but also
ensures that automatic control instruments are maintained
appropriately through remote data collection and event analysis and off-site inspection of control operations by experts.
Self-diagnostic information from equipment is gathered and
analyzed to ensure that systems are operating correctly at all
times and to facilitate rapid recovery in the event of a problem. This enables us to suggest preventive maintenance aimed
at maintaining the reliability of the system.

Remote center for comprehensive monitoring of buildings and factories

Remote Services Platform (Operation Example for the BA Business)
In Japan

azbil (Japan)
BA
system

Remote monitoring and maintenance

Access lines

· Fault diagnosis
· Equipment
control diagnosis
· Energy-efficiency
diagnosis

Temperature,
alarm, energy
data, etc.

BA
system

Technology
support staff

Service business
communications infrastructure

Mobile
network

VPN

Overseas subsidiaries

Overseas

Consulting and sales
BA
system

BA
system

BA
system

Solutions
Maintenance services
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Service engineer

Diagnostic reports

Inspection

Proposals

Fault resolution

Quality Assurance and Safety of Products and Services
The azbil Group delivers safe and dependable products and services of assured quality to
customers globally.

Safeguarding the Quality, Safety, and Dependability of Our Products and Services
A number of documents governing the entire azbil Group

dents, and provision of safe products.

spell out its basic policy and approach to quality assurance

Compliance with Relevant Laws and Regulations

and safety: the azbil Group Basic Quality Policy, azbil Group

The Legal and Intellectual Property Department and the aG

Quality Assurance Rules, azbil Group Basic Policy on the Safety

Quality Assurance Department cooperate in regularly educat-

and Dependability of Products and Services, and azbil Group

ing azbil Group employees concerning the Product Liability

Rules for the Safety and Dependability of Products and Ser-

Act, the Consumer Product Safety Act, and other legislation

vices. Additionally, each Group company has its own detailed

relevant to the safety and dependability of our products and

rules and standards.

services. These departments also endeavor to promote understanding and awareness among the relevant employees concerning accident prevention measures and the procedures to

Because “built-in quality” is vital when developing products

follow in the event of an accident.

and providing services, we set quality targets for every azbil

Prevention of Accidents

Group company. The azbil Group Quality Assurance Com-

The azbil Group Quality Assurance Committee promotes ac-

mittee meets regularly to check the achievement of quality

cident prevention activities based on actual “near miss” inci-

targets and the progress of quality improvement initiatives by

dents. In addition, it is responsible for ensuring that employees

azbil Group companies. The committee also helps the Group

are thoroughly aware of the reporting and response systems

as a whole to build in quality by identifying shared quality is-

used in the event of an accident. Through these activities, it

sues and improving collaboration in tackling them. Quality-re-

strives to prevent situations that could be detrimental to the

lated structures and procedures are being rolled out globally

safety and peace of mind of our customers.

as our business expands.

Provision of Safe Products

Va l u e C re a t i o n I n i t i a t i v e s

■ The Quality of Our Products and Services

We have established safe design standards, along with a risk

■ Safety and Dependability of Our Products
and Services

assessment and authorization system. The development de-

Our efforts to ensure the safety and dependability of products

carry out product risk assessment under the guidance of the

and services are founded on the three key pillars of compli-

Department of Safety Assessment.

partments and service departments of each business segment

ance with relevant laws and regulations, prevention of acci-

Systems for Quality Assurance/Safety and Dependability
To ensure that the azbil Group can continue to provide products and services that our customers can trust, we have established, and we put
into practice, the policies, rules, standards, and manuals illustrated below.

Rules common
to the whole
azbil Group

Basic
Policy on
Quality
Assurance

Basic policies for azbil Group
products and services

Basic
Policy on
Safety and
Dependability

Basic Rules
on Quality Assurance

Basic rules for azbil Group
products and services

Basic Rules on
Safety and Dependability

Group-wide standards
and manuals

Rules for individual
companies

Individual company regulations,
standards, and manuals

Quality assurance

Structuring and implementing
activities and systems to
guarantee azbil Group product
and service quality and safety

Group-wide standards
and manuals
Individual company regulations,
standards, and manuals

Safety and dependability
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Human Resources
— Fostering diverse personnel who will make “a company that never stops learning” a reality

In order to respond flexibly to changes in the business environment, we established the Azbil
Academy as an organization dedicated to the development of human resources. We cultivate
personnel from around the globe who can drive business reorganization on two fronts: work-style
reforms and promotion of diversity.

The Azbil Academy
■ Approach to Human Resource Development for
Sustained Growth

Interns in the azbil Group

As “a company that never stops learning,” the two approach-

terns from abroad. In fiscal year 2017 we accepted interns

es of work-style reforms and promotion of diversity are es-

through Thailand’s Kasetsart University and Chulalongkorn

sential to our constant and stable growth and development

University, Japan’s Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University, and the

in response to environmental changes such as globalization.

International Association for the Exchange of Students for

Supporting the positive work-life balance of each and every

Technical Experience (IAESTE).*

employee according to their individuality, personal circum-

*IAESTE is a non-profit and non-governmental organization for promoting paid
internships abroad for science and engineering students.

stances, and lifestyle is ultimately the driving force behind our

Since 1996, the azbil Group has accepted more than 100 in-

organization’s work-style reforms.

Interns at Overseas Subsidiaries

Please refer to “Responsibility to Employees and Business Partners” on pages 7879 for details about work-style reforms and other human resources initiatives.

Since fiscal year 2016 (ended March 2017), Azbil Production
(Thailand) Co., Ltd. has accepted two Nagaoka University of
Technology students through Kasetsart University in Thailand

■ Global Human Resource Development

on an internship program focused on production line produc-

All azbil Group companies worldwide work together to de-

tivity improvements and energy-saving improvements. Our

velop global leaders. We offer the following training pro-

overseas subsidiaries in Thailand, the Philippines, Vietnam,

grams, depending on the management level of the employ-

and elsewhere are also planning to accept interns in the cur-

ee: (1) manager training in the local language of the Group

rent fiscal year.

company, (2) international business training in English (executives candidates are invited from various countries), and (3)

■ Cultivating Diverse Personnel

business school (attended by CEO/CFO-level executives from

We define the promotion of diversity as “respecting the in-

each country).

dividuality of each and every person, putting their attributes

Furthermore, in the year ended March 2018, we strength-

to best use, and encouraging them to achieve more through

ened our collaboration with universities inside and outside of Ja-

lively participation in work.” To consistently implement this

pan in an effort to further promote globalization within the azbil

objective, we set up a diversity promotion task force. The task

Group. As part of this initiative, Azbil Corporation and our over-

force carries out various activities with the aim of reforming

seas subsidiaries accepted 18 interns from varied backgrounds.

culture and awareness, promoting the participation and ad-

Global Human Resource Development Program
Managing director-level
positions
Managerial positions

Business schools

(including Harvard, Stanford, IMD and others)

AGS (Azbil Globalization Seminar): Logical communication and management
Sales/Marketing/Engineering/Services

Leadership positions
Employees
New employees
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AGS-Biz

MS position training/Management basics

Staffs (Finance/Legal/Human Resource)

Study-abroad program
Internship program
Administrative staffs +
engineering staffs

AGS-Adm

MS position training/Management basics

AGS -Practical conceptual skills and human relations skills for employees
(Logical communication, problem-solving methods, interpersonal skills, etc.)
AGS -Basic Basic education as azbil employees/English communications education

(History of Yamatake/Azbil, aG management policy, information security, CSR, etc.)

Technical education
Product knowledge +
technical skill training

vancement of diverse personnel, and supporting a variety of

ognizing technical professionals in order to nurture top-class

ways of working. These initiatives are collectively referred to

engineers and the engineers of the next generation. Those

as the Azbil Diversity Network, or ADN for short.

engineers accredited as a “Technical Professional” do supervi-

ADN Business Training

sory work related to safety and quality.
In addition to these initiatives, in the previous fiscal year

pabilities and promoting the participation of female workers

we provided training for software engineers and business de-

so that they will aspire to a managerial role and develop the

velopment engineers with the aim of fostering entrepreneurs

mindset and acquire the business skills needed to further their

who will accelerate business reform.

careers. In the fiscal year that ended in March 2018, the ADN

Software Engineer Training

hosted events such as lectures by external experts, meetings

Since fiscal year 2016, we have provided software engineer

with other companies for cross-industrial exchange, roundta-

training with the goal of cultivating employees capable of

ble discussions with company officers, business knowledge

developing products that integrate innovative technology (in

seminars, and team-based subcommittee activities.

areas such as the IoT, AI, and big data), expanding our en-

ADN Forums

ergy management and remote monitoring services using IT

We also hold forums to educate department heads and man-

infrastructure, and accelerate IT for improving engineering

agers about the importance of promoting diversity and the

and design. In FY 2017, we upgraded the training content

ways in which a diverse workforce can be useful for the com-

for advanced employees and also added new hires and Group

pany’s business. In addition to lectures by external lecturers,

company employees to the program. Over a two-year period,

these programs involve the formulation and implementation

190 employees have received this training.

of concrete action plans for promoting diversity management.

Business Development Engineer Training

These plans aid the transformation of company culture and

To contribute to Japan’s industrial development, we launched

the fostering of awareness.

a business development seminar to foster personnel with the
ability to carry on the entrepreneurial spirit of the company

■ Human Resource Development for the
Solutions Business

founder (who in fact founded three companies, including Az-

In fostering personnel for the solutions business based on our

create new business models for the medium to long term.

policy of “being a long-term partner for the customer and

In the last fiscal year, the younger generation of azbil Group

the community,” we are intensifying training related to tech-

employees who attended the seminar delivered business pro-

nology, products, and business skills, and introducing it at a

posals on key topics such as AI and the IoT.

bil, that are still listed today), as well as plan, propose, and

Va l u e C re a t i o n I n i t i a t i v e s

The ADN’s activities include initiatives for developing the ca-

much earlier stage. We have also established a system for rec-

TOPIC

— Supporting Engineer Development Overseas —
In addition to running training courses on azbil Group products for customers overseas, we also actively lend
our support to engineer development programs at overseas universities and technical colleges.

Engineer Development in Malaysia
At Azbil Malaysia Sdn. Bhd., control valve training continues to
be held at the Advanced Technology Training Center (ADTEC) of
the Ministry of Human Resources.
In September 2017, Azbil was the only Japanese company to
take part in the ceremony of the Malaysian government’s Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET) program. We
have also signed a memorandum on future participation in the
program.
During the fiscal year that will end in March 2019, Azbil is
scheduled to start practical skills and technician training at public
universities in Malaysia. The company will continue to support
the development of Malaysian engineers, given their potential to
play an active role in international business in the future.

Azbil Malaysia President Tatsuhiko Taniguchi (left) and Yamatake
Engineering Managing Director Dicky Yamany Othman (right)
holding copies of the memorandum
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The azbil Group’s Global Operations
In order to support problem-solving of our customers and society, we have established an
integrated framework to provide total solutions. The azbil Group continues to create new values in
close and organic coordination of our sales, development, manufacturing, and service locations in
Japan and overseas ensuring customers’ opinions and needs are quickly and optimally reflected in
our solutions.

Global D evelopment System
Technology research and product development at main bases in
the three regions of Japan, the United States, and Europe
R&D bases
(Japan)
Azbil Corporation (Fujisawa Technology Center),
and other four companies
(United States)
Azbil North America Research and Development, Inc.
Azbil North America, Inc.
Azbil VorTek, LLC
(Europe)
Europe
Azbil Europe NV (Belgium)
Azbil Telstar, S.L.U. (Spain)

China

Japan
Thailand

Global Production System
Global manufacturing bases in the three
regions of Japan, China, and Thailand, and
providing services to meet the specific needs
in each region
Major factories
(Japan)
Azbil Corporation (Shonan Factory, Isehara Factory),
other four companies
(China)
Azbil Control Instruments (Dalian) Co., Ltd., and one company
(Thailand)
Azbil Production (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

Strategic Planning and Development Office for Southeast Asia
Established in Singapore
The Strategic Planning and Development Office for Southeast Asia was established in Singapore in April 2018 to facilitate further growth and development of the local subsidiaries in the region through business support and
centralized management. The office aims to provide cross-sectional support
to customers in Southeast Asia in the form of core products and services
and the cutting-edge business models it developed in Japan, such as energy
management solutions.

*Shonan Factory and Isehara Factory will be merged and a new factory will
be built at the location of the current Shonan Factory in 2019.
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New showroom in Singapore
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R& D to Respond to Needs
around the W orld
Guanajuato – home to many industrial estates

Azbil North America Establishes
Subsidiary in Mexico
The azbil Group’s local subsidiary in the United
States, Azbil North America, Inc., established Azbil
Mexico, S. de R. L. de C.V. as a subsidiary in León in
the state of Guanajuato where numerous Japanese
companies are located in order to provide equipment and services to automobile and manufacturing equipment makers in Mexico. The subsidiary
began operations in January 2018.

Our R&D centers in Japan, the United States and Europe, cooperate to develop products and solutions, while reflecting regional
characteristics. Following our human-centered automation philosophy, these centers promote development of the cutting-edge
technologies and new products that create value for customers
and deal with changes in the environment.
Azbil Telstar, S.L.U.
(Spain)

Fujisawa Technology Center
(Japan)

Providing High Level
Maintenance and Services Globally
Our solutions business maintains close contact with customers
and resolves problems through a service network that extends
in Japan and overseas. Our maintenance and services maximize
the value of customers’ facilities throughout its life cycle, and
we provide high value-added services and develop new products
based on the valuable voices from the customers’ sites.
Control valve manufacturing and
maintenance base at Azbil Saudi
Limited

Va l u e C re a t i o n I n i t i a t i v e s

United
States

Remote monitoring center for comprehensive management and maintenance of buildings and factories

Sales
Product Development
Maintenance and Services
Production

Production Systems that D eliver
Reliability to Customers
At each of our domestic and overseas production locations we
have constructed globally competitive production systems that
can respond to changes in the market environment. By strengthening the collaboration among the companies and divisions that
compose the azbil Group, we have been able to cut the lead time
from development to manufacturing, and to provide products
with a high level of homogeneity at the most appropriate cost to
customers all over the world.
Azbil Control Instruments
(Dalian) Co., Ltd.
Azbil Production
(Thailand) Co., Ltd.
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